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Maxxess Solutions Proven the World Over
Innovative Solutions Deployed at Thousands of Locations for World’s Leading Brands

Yorba Linda, CA (January 22, 2019) – Maxxess Systems continues to drive the
virtualization of the physical security industry with the development and implementation of
the industry’s most advanced enterprise level situational awareness and response
coordination solutions. Enhancing Maxxess Systems’ momentum is the recent
introduction of Maxxess InSite™ Awareness and Response Coordination System which
meshes “system intelligence” and “human intelligence” to deliver an entirely new category
of physical security and communications solution on a unified, easy to operate platform.
Maxxess InSite joins the company’s highly touted eFusion™ Security Management
Software and Ambit™ Communications Software which are presently installed in
thousands of facilities around the globe by many of the world’s leading brands.
“Over the last decade our focus has been on developing highly intuitive, integrated
solutions for high-profile clients,” said Nancy Islas, President of Maxxess Systems, Inc.

“This has allowed us to develop highly sophisticated software solutions based on the
needs of high-profile users around the world. The resulting solutions we’ve developed
aren’t just evolutionary in nature, they’re revolutionary with new benchmarks in
situational awareness, communications and personnel coordination.”
High-profile users of Maxxess Systems’ solutions include: the Alshaya Group, an
international franchise operator with over 90 globally recognized brands; CAE, the
global leader in training for the aviation, defense, security and healthcare industries;
Meraas, a leading developer of residential and commercial space in Dubai; Banco
Central de Reserva del Peru, which mints and issues metal and paper money in Peru;
Coppel, one of the largest retailers of clothing and household goods across Mexico;
Regus, one of the world’s largest providers of flexible workspace; UDR, a real estate
investment trust company in the US; the highly prestigious London School of
Economics, and more than 50 companies in the renowned Emirates Group, among
many others.

The Maxxess Systems portfolio is built on the following core software platforms:
Maxxess InSite Awareness and Response Coordination System combines “system
intelligence” and “human intelligence” to detect and respond to unfolding events in realtime – all of which is queued, organized and displayed on a highly-intuitive user
interface. In doing so, Maxxess InSite truly enables early action, allowing IT,
Operational Technology and Physical Security departments within organizations to
correlate data, improve response coordination, and deal with issues when they’re small
– before they become large and costly. Maxxess InSite features an open-architecture
framework to accommodate virtually any security or business intelligence application
with comprehensive functionality. Over 50 different leading manufacturers are already
integrated into Maxxess InSite, providing more combined capabilities and functionality
than any other cross-platform solution available. This allows Maxxess InSite to be
configured for virtually all applications, employing any combination of software modules
and hardware to deliver each user with a highly-customized solution and unparalleled
efficiency.

eFusion Security Management Software is a “system intelligence” solution that
integrates and correlates data from surveillance, access control and various other
physical security related inputs onto a comprehensive monitoring and reporting
dashboard. eFusion provides video and access system management and control
capabilities along with alarm monitoring, access credentials tracking/authorization/deauthorization remotely, door status and more. eFusion can be deployed as a standalone control platform, or as a core component of Maxxess InSite.

Ambit Communications Software is a “human intelligence” solution that provides
security managers communication and location knowledge for remote personnel
through their personal devices for alerts, notifications, status assessment and access
management. Ambit can be deployed as a stand-alone communications platform, or as
a core component of Maxxess InSite.
“The recent release of Maxxess InSite is the result of many years of software
development and is based on the proven performance of our security and
communications solutions,” continued Ms. Islas. “With the introduction of InSite,
Maxxess Systems is bringing a completely new and unparalleled security and
communications enterprise solution to the security marketplace.”

For more information, visit https://www.maxxess-systems.com or email
sales@maxxess-systems.com for a demonstration.
About Maxxess
Maxxess is a U.S.-based, privately held, global corporation specializing in security
management solutions and innovative technologies that are effectively transforming the
way businesses approach and implement security. Leading organizations worldwide,
from healthcare to hospitality and transportation to telecommunications, choose
Maxxess for the company’s expertise in security system management software,
communications and database integration, as demonstrated with the holistic Maxxess
InSite™ Security Management and Communications Solution that empowers total
awareness.
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